Abstract-The Space Shuttle was launched 135 times and nearly half of those launches required 2 or more launch attempts. The Space Shuttle launch countdown historical data of 255 launch attempts provides a wealth of data that is important to analyze for strictly historical purposes as well as for use in predicting future launch vehicle launch countdown performance. This paper provides a statistical analysis of all Space Shuttle launch attempts including the empirical probability of launch on any given attempt and the cumulative probability of launch relative to the planned launch date at the start of the initial launch countdown. This information can be used to facilitate launch probability predictions of future launch vehicles such as NASA's Space Shuttle derived Space Launch System (SLS). Understanding the cumulative probability of launch is particularly important for missions to Mars since the launch opportunities are relatively short in duration and one must wait for 2 years before a subsequent attempt can begin. I
INTRODUCTION
Space Shuttle launches were exciting and important milestones during the 30-year operational era of the program. This paper provides a statistical summary of the 255 launch attempts required to launch all 135 missions of the Space Shuttle. Background information, sources, and definitions are described in Section 2 of this paper. Section 3 provides an overview of summary level statistics regarding launch probability and Section 4 drills down to analyze reasons for launch scrubs. In Section 5 the Space Shuttle scrub data is compared to data from the Delta II I u.s. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. expendable launch vehicle. Section 6 provides an analysis of delays to the planned Space Shuttle lift-off time. Section 7 summarizes the major findings and discusses on-going and future work.
BACKGROUND

Launch Countdown Overview
The Space Shuttle launch countdown was a series of events and activities that occurred over a three day period culminating in the Space Shuttle being launched. A general overview of the countdown is described by NASA on their website. [1] The launch countdown procedure was formally kicked off with a milestone named "call-to-stations" on launch minus three days (a. k. a. "L-3"). The countdown clock began at 43 hours or T minus 43 hours (a. k. a. T-43) and counts down to liftoff at time O. Planned holds during the three day countdown procedure accounted for the difference i. e. , 3 days versus 43 hours. Once the countdown was started at "T-43 hours and counting, " there were several milestones along the way where a decision to not proceed with a launch (a launch scrub) could be made.
On launch minus two days (a. k. a. "L-2") there could be a meeting of the Mission Management Team (MMT) to review any constraints to flight and any concerns to the flight rationale remaining from the Flight Readiness Review (FRR). Likewise on L-l day there was another opportunity for the MMT to meet and ensure that the flight rationale was sound.
Approximately 12 hours prior to launch, an MMT meeting was held to determine if permission to begin propellant loading of the Space Shuttle could be given. The propellant loading process took several hours. Upon its successful completion, the astronauts were transported to the launch pad to ingress the Space Shuttle. The ingress process and closeout of the crew cabin typically took a couple of hours. A detailed listing of the key steps that were in the countdown from start of tanking through launch can be found on a Kennedy Space Center website. [2] The launch countdown entered a final planned hold at the T minus 9 minutes point ("T-9 minutes and holding"). The planned duration of this hold could be limited to 10 minutes or could be planned for longer. During the hold at T-9 minutes, the Launch Director polled the entire launch team to determine readiness for launch. Likewise, the MMT conducted a final review of flight rationale and readiness. Once the MMT provided authority to launch, the Launch Director gave direction to the launch team to proceed with the initiation of the Ground Launch Sequencer (GLS).
The GLS was a computer controlled automated process that orchestrated the final 9 minutes of the launch countdown. The auxiliary power units (APUs) on board the Space Shuttle were powered up once the countdown got past T-5 minutes. There was an opportunity to hold at T -5 minutes prior to starting the APUs.
At T-31 seconds the launch countdown went to internal control from the Orbiter's computers. There was also an opportunity to hold briefly, limited to a few minutes, at T -31 seconds. At T -6.6 seconds the Space Shuttle Main Engine start sequence began. Liftoff occurred at T-O.
Sources
There are many sources that documented Space Shuttle launches and launch scrubs as they occurred including newspapers, public websites, NASA press releases and press conferences.
The database that captured information relevant to Space Shuttle launches and scrubs including planned launch dates, launch windows, launch times, launch scrubs and delays was created over the course of many years while the Space Shuttle program was active.
The primary source used for validating the database was the Space Shuttle Missions Summary document authored by Robert Legler and Floyd Bennett and published by NASA in 2011 after the retirement of the Space Shuttle. [3] Another authoritative source that was used to augment and validate the database was the mission specific reports produced by the Space Shuttle Program after each mission. The citations for the first and last STS mission reports (STS-1 and STS-135 respectively) are shown in the references. [4] [5] A complete set of these 135 reports is available at the NASASpaceFlight.com L2 subscription website. [6] Mission specific information on NASA's Space Shuttle Mission Archives website was also used as a source to fill in gaps in the database and to crosscheck other sources. [7] The set of annual Kennedy Space Center news chronologies was particularly helpful for identifying planned launch times for missions that were scrubbed. The citation for the 1981 chronology is shown in the references. [8] The complete set of annual chronologies through 2011 is available at the Kennedy Space Center library. [9] Many of the chronologies are electronically available to the public via the NASA Technical Reports Server (NTRS). [10] Summary level information from the database is shown in Appendix A. The actual database includes additional detail including detailed narratives of scrubs and delays during 2 launch countdown.
That narrative detail, while vitally important for detailed analysis, is beyond the scope of this paper given page limit constraints.
Definitions
The initial launch attempt for each Space Shuttle mission began at launch countdown call-to-stations, i. e. , three days prior to the planned launch date. For purposes of this analysis, a launch attempt had one of the following three outcomes: (1) launched on time; (2) launched but liftoff delayed relative to the planned liftoff time; or (3) launch attempt scrubbed. A scrub is defined as anytime the launch date is changed once the launch countdown begins. These definitions are consistent with the Space Shuttle Missions Summary document. Launch postponements are changes to the planned launch date that occur prior to the start of the initial launch countdown for a mission. Analysis of launch postponements is not included in this paper.
SUMMARY LEVEL STATISTICS FOR SCRUBS
Launch Probability On Any Given Attempt
The empirical probability of the Space Shuttle launching on any given attempt was 0.5294. This value is determined simply by dividing the total number of launches (135) by the total number of attempts (255).
Cumulative Launch Probability
The cumulative distribution function for Space Shuttle launch delays is shown in Figure l . Of the 135 Space Shuttle missions, 72 were launched on the planned launch date relative to the planned launch date at the start of the initial launch countdown. Approximately 86% of missions were launched within 10 days of the planned launch date. Approximately 94% were launched within 30 days of the planned launch date. The 97 th percentile is reached at 57 days. The 99 th percentile is achieved at 115 days. STS-35 experienced multiple hydrogen leaks and accumulated a total delay of 186 days relative to the planned launch date at the start of its initial launch countdown. Table 1 provides statistics on number of launch attempts required to launch the 135 space shuttle missions. 72 missions were launched on the first attempt. The remaining 63 missions required 2 or more attempts. 34 missions launched on their second attempt and so on with 7 attempts being the maximum number required.
Number of Launch Attempts Per Mission
The proportion launching on any given attempt is fairly steady suggesting that the probability of launch is independent of whether or not one has previously tried to launch a mission. In other words, each launch attempt essentially represented an independent roll of the dice. The fact that 100% of missions requiring 7 attempts launched on the ih attempt is not statistically compelling given the low sample size of 2 missions. The sample sizes for 4, 5, and 6 attempts are also small. .. .AJ \rT " The manner in which the cumulative scrub probability evolved over time as shown in Figure 2 demonstrates why it is better to have a substantial amount of data points before making conclusions. The first Space Shuttle launch attempt ended in a scrub. The mission launched on the next attempt. Likewise the first attempt for the second Space Shuttle mission ended in scrub. The mission was then launched on the second attempt. Thus after 2 missions and 4 attempts, the cumulative scrub rate was 50%. However, the following 10 missions were all launched on their first attempt and this drove the cumulative scrub probability down steeply. At that point in time, the cumulative scrub probability was down to approximately 15% and trending down. However, this trend was reversed as subsequent missions experienced launch scrubs that drove the cumulative scrub probability up to approximately 30% where it stayed through about the 35 th launch attempt. After that point, the cumulative launch probability rose to over 40 percent over the course of the next 10 launch attempts. From that point forward the cumulative launch probability remained in a narrow band with an average rate of approximately 47 percent throughout the life of the Space Shuttle program.
When Scrubs Occur
Launch scrubs tend to be clustered at key points or timeframes in the launch countdown. Table 2 provides a count of the number of times a Space Shuttle launch countdown reached a point or entered a time frame in the countdown along with the number of scrubs that occurred at that point and the corresponding scrub probability.
At the beginning of the countdown, the probability of a scrub being called is very low. The probability increases as the countdown proceeds from L-2 Day to L-l Day to the MMT decision to tank meeting. The highest probability of a scrub being called is at the T-9 minute hold where the MMT and Launch Director are making the [mal decision to commit to a launch. On some occasions in which weather is the main concern, the MMT and Launch Director may elect to initiate the GLS and countdown to T -5 minutes and hold just prior to starting the APUs to see if the weather constraint will clear. Consequently, it would be appropriate to add the scrub probabilities at the T -9 minute hold and the optional T-5 minute hold. This combined probability of approximately 0.2 reflects the more accurate probability of a 4 scrub being called during the final commitment to launch process by the MMT and Launch Director. While counting down from T-5 minutes scrubs are evenly clustered at T-31 seconds, counting down from T -31 seconds to engine start, and during the engine start sequence. Once a scrub is called, a key question becomes how long will the duration of the scrub be. Figure 3 shows the frequency of scrub durations and the cumulative distribution function for the 120 scrubs called during the Space Shuttle program. One-day scrubs occur with the greatest frequency and they account for nearly 50 percent of the scrubs. The frequency of scrub durations decays rapidly. The 90 th percentile duration is at approximately 18 days. Note that the x-axis in Figure 3 is discontinuous after 19 days. The maximum scrub duration between launch attempts for any one mission was 111 days. The sub categorical level analysis is particularly relevant for predicting launch probability for future launch vehicles. However, this paper provides analysis only at the category level due to page limitations.
In a small number of cases there were multiple constraints to launch. For example, a launch attempt for STS-99 was scrubbed for weather. However, there was also a Flight Systems concern that would have precluded launch had the weather cleared. For this paper, only one category is listed as being the primary constraint.
Weather-Weather scrubs occur when requirements specific to launch weather, range weather, abort to launch site weather, overseas abort landing sites, or winds aloft are not met.
Flight System s-Flight Systems scrubs occur when a system on the Space Shuttle Vehicle (Solid Rocket Boosters, External Tank and Orbiter) or on the Payload is identified as having a problem that precludes launch. This category does not include Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) start sequence related scrubs. These have a separate category.
Infrastructure-Infrastructure scrubs occur when the systems at the Kennedy Space Center, Eastern Test Range,
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Johnson Space Center and supporting communications systems required for launch develop a problem that precludes launch. SSME Aborts-Scrubs that occur during the SSME start sequence during the [mal 6.6 seconds of the launch countdown are particularly problematic in that the engines must be changed out.
Miscellaneous-There were a couple scrubs that occurred due to reasons that do not fall into the aforementioned categories. One mission was scrubbed due to the Space Shuttle mission Commander being ill and another mission was scrubbed due to operational problems at the International Space Station.
Analysis
The frequency of scrubs by category is shown in Figure 4 . Summary statIstics for Weather, Flight Systems, Infrastructure and SSME Abort scrubs are shown in Table 3 . Figure 5 provides cumulative distribution functions for each of the delay categories as well as a frequency table for all 120 scrub durations. The two highlighted cells in the frequency table at the bottom of Figure 5 are addressed below.
Weather scrubs are typically 1 day in duration. Nearly 75% of the time, the launch was re-planned for the next day. The highlighted instance in which a weather delay had a delay duration of 22 days is misleading. It was not the case that the weather was poor for 22 days. Rather the scrub was called due to weather, but then the duration of the scrub was driven by when the Space Shuttle could get a subsequent launch date reservation on the Eastern Test Range. Multiple users were queued up and this led to the lengthy delay while the Space Shuttle waited its turn. .-I-------------------------------------------------- 
Chronological Launch Count downs -SSME Abort Figure 6 provides trend lines for each of the categories showing how the probability of a scrub evolved during the Space Shuttle program. During the latter half of the program, the probabilities of Flight Systems and SSME abort scrubs decline while Weather scrub probability appears to increase. These trends seem to have cancelled one another out such that the overall scrub probability remained fairly steady. Thunnissen categorized scrubs-he referred to them as delays-as occurring due to Weather, Launch Vehicle, Despite the relative simplicity of the Delta II launch vehicle and its supporting infrastructure as compared to the Space Shuttle, the Delta II launch probability is not much different. Table 4 provides a comparison by overall launch probability and by scrub category. Launch time delays are caused by the same type of issues that can cause launch scrubs including weather, flight systems and infrastructure problems. Late launches occur when these problems are resolved within the launch window. Figure 7 provides a frequency graph for the launch time delay categories.
Note the inclusion of Crew, Collision Avoidance (COLA), and Unknown. There was one instance in which the actions of the Crew resulted in a slight delay to launch. COLA delays are caused by the launch window having a blackout period in which a launch during that period could place the Space Shuttle at risk of being struck by an object already in orbit. Information on the timing of the COLA blackout periods is not available until late in the launch countdown. There was one instance in which the delay was unspecified.
Weather and infrastructure problems occur most frequently. The duration of the delays ranged from a few seconds to 2 hours 50 minutes. The duration of launch delays is limited by the duration of the launch window on any given attempt because a delay that exceeds the launch window duration results in a scrub. Figure 9 provides a chronological run chart of launch window duration for each launch attempt. Many factors had to be taken into consideration to determine the launch window including orbital parameters required by the payload, potential lighting restrictions for launch, abort landing and end of mission landing.
Short launch windows of 15 minutes or less were required for rendezvous missions to the Mir and ISS. These missions dominated the latter half of the Space Shuttle Program.
Missions that did not have launch windows limited by orbital mechanics requirements or other considerations typically had launch windows of 150 minutes. This duration was based upon the desire to minimize the astronauts time in the orbiter prior to launch to 2. 5 hours or less.
The wide variability in launch window durations leads to the interesting question of whether or not launch window duration influenced launch probability. In Figure 10 , the launch probability versus the launch window duration has been plotted. There does not appear to be strong evidence that launch probability increased when launch windows were relatively large. Similarly, one can see that launch probability did not appear to decrease significantly for missions to the MIR and ISS in which launch windows were less than 15 minutes in duration.
It is important to consider, however, that when launch windows were small, NASA increased the duration of the hold time at T-9 minutes to provide additional margin. This gave the launch team more time to resolve problems associated with propellant loading, crew ingress, cabin closeout and other final preparations to begin the final 9 minutes of the launch countdown. This appears to have been an effective risk mitigation strategy.
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SUMMARY
The Space Shuttle had an approximate 53 percent chance of launching on any given launch attempt. Once the countdown was initiated there was an approximate 94 percent cumulative chance that launch would occur over the course of the subsequent 30 days. Weather and Flight Systems problems were the dominant cause of launch scrubs. These performance metrics are similar to that achieved by the much simpler Delta II launch vehicle.
The overall probability of a scrub remained fairly constant over the life of the program. NASA was able to prevent launch probability degradation for missions having very short launch windows by increasing planned hold time in the launch countdown.
The fact that a mission had previously scrubbed did not influence subsequent launch probabilities for that mission. Each launch attempt was analogous to an independent roll of the dice.
NASA is currently leveraging the Space Shuttle launch countdown database to predict launch probability for the Space Launch System (SLS) and Orion and cargo versions of the SLS. This is done by considering the differences between the SLS-Orion and the Space Shuttle. These cumulative launch probability predictions are then being used to develop risk assessments for future human exploration missions. [12] [13] [14] 10 The Space Shuttle launch database was also used during the Constellation program to estimate launch probability for the Ares V and Ares I launch vehicles and perform risk trades for human exploration of the Moon. [ 
